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memoirs autobiographies and diaries represent the most personal and most intimate of genres as well as one of the most
abundant and popular gain new understanding and better serve your readers with this detailed genre guide to nearly 700 titles
that also includes notes on more than 2 800 read alike and other related titles the popularity of this body of literature has grown
in recent years and it has also diversified in terms of the types of stories being told and persons telling them in the past readers
advisors have depended on access by names or dewey classifications and subjects to help readers find autobiographies they will
enjoy this guide offers an alternative organizing the literature according to popular genres subgenres and themes that reflect
common reading interests describing titles that range from travel and adventure classics and celebrity autobiographies to foodie
memoirs and environmental reads life stories a guide to reading interests in memoirs autobiographies and diaries presents a
unique overview of the genre that specifically addresses the needs of readers advisors and others who work with readers in
finding books mark twain once said the rumors of my death were greatly exaggerat brains pulled from the grip of mark twain s
rotting zombie hands is tom sawyer like you ve never seen him before in a swashbuckling treasure seeking adventure spiked
with blood gore and zombie madness in this expanded and illustrated edition of mark twain s beloved tale of boyhood
adventures tom s usual mishaps are filled with the macabre and take place in a world overrun by a zombie virus that turns
people into something folks call zum the united states is infected with a plague of rotting yet spry zum searching for fresh meat
in this world there s no need to whitewash aunt polly s fence instead tom cons his friends into sharpening fence posts to lethal
points to repel a zum attack to escape the boredom of civilized life tom and his pal huckleberry finn don t have to fake their
deaths just pretend to be zum and instead of playing cowboys and indians tom hones his fighting skills in a bloodthirsty game of
us and zum he always wins until he bumps into the real thing when vicious self aware zombies evolve and threaten the town
what will tom and huck do to protect their loved ones and will they live to tell the tale with all the comedy romance and
adventure that readers expect from mark twain tom sawyer now becomes a new breed of hero for a whole new world a grade a
zombie hunter at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied the
public library a haven of calm source of information home to the student the geek and the aging librarian or so you might think
don borchert s ten years as assistant librarian have taught him that a library is more than just a place to borrow books it s also a
place where people hide from the law fall in love fight deal drugs introduce their children to reading look up porn and pursue
their dreams borchett s hilarious memoir delves behind the bookshelves as he discovers the weird dangerous and downright
dirty world of a public library and the fearless civil servants who patrol its aisles not long ago the public library was a place for
the bookish the eggheaded and the studious often seeking refuge from a loud irrational crude outside world today libraries have
become free for all entertainment complexes filled with rowdy teens deviants drugs and even sex toys lockdowns and
chaperones are often necessary what happened don borchert was a short order cook door to door salesman telemarketer and
christmas tree chopper before landing a job in a california library he never could have predicted his encounters with the colorful
kooks touching adolescents threatening bullies and tricksters who fill the pages of this hilarious memoir infree for all borchert
offers readers a ringside seat for the unlikely spectacle of mayhem and absurdity that is business as usual at the public library
you ll see cops bust drug dealers who ve set up shop in the men s restroom witness a burka wearing employee suffer a curse
ridden nervous breakdown and meet a lonely neglected kid who grew up in the library and still sends postcards to his surrogate
parents the librarians in fact from the first page of this comic debut to the last you ll learn everything about the world of the
modern day library that you never expected up to 1988 the december issue contained a cumulative list of decisions reported for
the year by act docket numbers arranged in consecutive order and cumulative subject index by act my name is simon i m 10
years old i m a serial killer robert stern a successful defence lawyer doesn t know what lies in store for him when he agrees to
meet a new client in a derelict estate on the outskirts of berlin to his astonishment the defendant is a ten year old boy simon a
fragile child with a chronic illness who insists that he was a murderer in a former life stern s surprise quickly turns to horror as he
searches the cellar simon has directed him to and discovers the skeletal remains of a man the skull split with an axe just as
simon told him he would but this is only the beginning as simon tells stern where to find even more victims whose bodies have
lain undisturbed for years suddenly the present feels murderously dangerous as well the child is a darkly twisting page turning
thriller that will make your heart pound with adrenaline includes beginning sept 15 1954 and on the 15th of each month sept
may a special section school library journal issn 0000 0035 called junior libraries 1954 may 1961 also issued separately wolfgang
borchert was born in germany in 1921 and died in basel switzerland in 1947 his life effectively paralleled the rise to power of the
nazi regime of the third reich in germany borchert wrote directly and indirectly of his experiences during this twelve year time
capsule of german history foremost as a sensitive poet but also as a soldier drafted into the german army borchert s life and
work offer a chronicle of and protest to german life under this totalitarian rule he describes his society as a prison and his
experiences in prison as a self contained social entity he poignantly portrays the fear and anger felt by german soldiers as they
simultaneously combat not only the enemy but also their natural surroundings of earth and snow a chronicle of germany s
dictatorship and post war collapse borchert s existentially universal themes of confinement alienation psychological and physical
trauma transcend the events of mid 20th century germany the author s almost generic descriptions never does he mention
germany or nazism in his writings find echoes in the events currently appearing almost daily in the news reports of humans
inhumanity to each other this study begins with a brief history of women s softball noting its importance as a precursor to and
talent pool for women s professional baseball next the book investigates changing league administration and organization
publicity and promotional philosophy and practices receive particular attention later chapters cover team administrative
structure team managers and chaperones provided by publisher television critics complain it s unrealistic fbi agents mulder and
scully tracking extraterrestrial intelligences loose upon the world followers of the x files tv series can t seem to get enough now
author hal schuster offers fans the key to unlocking the x files his latest book unauthorized guide to the x files reveals everything
the television network fox doesn t want viewers to know it will help readers unravel the story line episode by episode they ll
discover bloopers that were covered up and others that went forgotten they can download inside jokes internet data and scoops
about comic book and novel clones this x traordinarily detailed guide provides a probing look at the x file series which has
received the golden globe awards and recognition in the emmys from its conception to its fourth year on air readers will discover
what inspired chris carter an ex surfer to create the x files how critics the industry and viewers have reacted to the series how
similar anderson and duchovny are to the characters mulder and scully how many mistakes appear in an average episode of the
x files even tv critics may want to investigate this one unauthorized guide to the x files opens with an analytical look at the latest
real life evidence pointing toward outer space intelligence according to schuster tv s most terrifying series may be far closer to
reality than fiction it also includes an extensive appendix that lists real life x files and the organizations that investigate them as
well as an overview of the federal bureau of investigation readers will find listed hundreds of magazines agencies and on line
sites featuringthe sort of topics found on the x files about the author hal schuster is the author of the trekker s guide to voyager
and the trekker s guide to the next generation both from prima he lives in bangkok and berkeley california includes section
reviews and notices of books
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Life Stories 2011-08-23
memoirs autobiographies and diaries represent the most personal and most intimate of genres as well as one of the most
abundant and popular gain new understanding and better serve your readers with this detailed genre guide to nearly 700 titles
that also includes notes on more than 2 800 read alike and other related titles the popularity of this body of literature has grown
in recent years and it has also diversified in terms of the types of stories being told and persons telling them in the past readers
advisors have depended on access by names or dewey classifications and subjects to help readers find autobiographies they will
enjoy this guide offers an alternative organizing the literature according to popular genres subgenres and themes that reflect
common reading interests describing titles that range from travel and adventure classics and celebrity autobiographies to foodie
memoirs and environmental reads life stories a guide to reading interests in memoirs autobiographies and diaries presents a
unique overview of the genre that specifically addresses the needs of readers advisors and others who work with readers in
finding books

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and the Undead 2010-08-03
mark twain once said the rumors of my death were greatly exaggerat brains pulled from the grip of mark twain s rotting zombie
hands is tom sawyer like you ve never seen him before in a swashbuckling treasure seeking adventure spiked with blood gore
and zombie madness in this expanded and illustrated edition of mark twain s beloved tale of boyhood adventures tom s usual
mishaps are filled with the macabre and take place in a world overrun by a zombie virus that turns people into something folks
call zum the united states is infected with a plague of rotting yet spry zum searching for fresh meat in this world there s no need
to whitewash aunt polly s fence instead tom cons his friends into sharpening fence posts to lethal points to repel a zum attack to
escape the boredom of civilized life tom and his pal huckleberry finn don t have to fake their deaths just pretend to be zum and
instead of playing cowboys and indians tom hones his fighting skills in a bloodthirsty game of us and zum he always wins until he
bumps into the real thing when vicious self aware zombies evolve and threaten the town what will tom and huck do to protect
their loved ones and will they live to tell the tale with all the comedy romance and adventure that readers expect from mark
twain tom sawyer now becomes a new breed of hero for a whole new world a grade a zombie hunter at the publisher s request
this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

Library Confidential 2012-05-31
the public library a haven of calm source of information home to the student the geek and the aging librarian or so you might
think don borchert s ten years as assistant librarian have taught him that a library is more than just a place to borrow books it s
also a place where people hide from the law fall in love fight deal drugs introduce their children to reading look up porn and
pursue their dreams borchett s hilarious memoir delves behind the bookshelves as he discovers the weird dangerous and
downright dirty world of a public library and the fearless civil servants who patrol its aisles

Borchert and Unruh 1956
not long ago the public library was a place for the bookish the eggheaded and the studious often seeking refuge from a loud
irrational crude outside world today libraries have become free for all entertainment complexes filled with rowdy teens deviants
drugs and even sex toys lockdowns and chaperones are often necessary what happened don borchert was a short order cook
door to door salesman telemarketer and christmas tree chopper before landing a job in a california library he never could have
predicted his encounters with the colorful kooks touching adolescents threatening bullies and tricksters who fill the pages of this
hilarious memoir infree for all borchert offers readers a ringside seat for the unlikely spectacle of mayhem and absurdity that is
business as usual at the public library you ll see cops bust drug dealers who ve set up shop in the men s restroom witness a
burka wearing employee suffer a curse ridden nervous breakdown and meet a lonely neglected kid who grew up in the library
and still sends postcards to his surrogate parents the librarians in fact from the first page of this comic debut to the last you ll
learn everything about the world of the modern day library that you never expected

Free for All 2008-10
up to 1988 the december issue contained a cumulative list of decisions reported for the year by act docket numbers arranged in
consecutive order and cumulative subject index by act

Agriculture Decisions 1998
my name is simon i m 10 years old i m a serial killer robert stern a successful defence lawyer doesn t know what lies in store for
him when he agrees to meet a new client in a derelict estate on the outskirts of berlin to his astonishment the defendant is a ten
year old boy simon a fragile child with a chronic illness who insists that he was a murderer in a former life stern s surprise
quickly turns to horror as he searches the cellar simon has directed him to and discovers the skeletal remains of a man the skull
split with an axe just as simon told him he would but this is only the beginning as simon tells stern where to find even more
victims whose bodies have lain undisturbed for years suddenly the present feels murderously dangerous as well the child is a
darkly twisting page turning thriller that will make your heart pound with adrenaline

The Child 2014-11-13
includes beginning sept 15 1954 and on the 15th of each month sept may a special section school library journal issn 0000 0035
called junior libraries 1954 may 1961 also issued separately

Library Journal 2007
wolfgang borchert was born in germany in 1921 and died in basel switzerland in 1947 his life effectively paralleled the rise to
power of the nazi regime of the third reich in germany borchert wrote directly and indirectly of his experiences during this twelve
year time capsule of german history foremost as a sensitive poet but also as a soldier drafted into the german army borchert s
life and work offer a chronicle of and protest to german life under this totalitarian rule he describes his society as a prison and
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his experiences in prison as a self contained social entity he poignantly portrays the fear and anger felt by german soldiers as
they simultaneously combat not only the enemy but also their natural surroundings of earth and snow a chronicle of germany s
dictatorship and post war collapse borchert s existentially universal themes of confinement alienation psychological and physical
trauma transcend the events of mid 20th century germany the author s almost generic descriptions never does he mention
germany or nazism in his writings find echoes in the events currently appearing almost daily in the news reports of humans
inhumanity to each other

Michigan Reports 1897
this study begins with a brief history of women s softball noting its importance as a precursor to and talent pool for women s
professional baseball next the book investigates changing league administration and organization publicity and promotional
philosophy and practices receive particular attention later chapters cover team administrative structure team managers and
chaperones provided by publisher

Wolfgang Borchert's Germany 1997
television critics complain it s unrealistic fbi agents mulder and scully tracking extraterrestrial intelligences loose upon the world
followers of the x files tv series can t seem to get enough now author hal schuster offers fans the key to unlocking the x files his
latest book unauthorized guide to the x files reveals everything the television network fox doesn t want viewers to know it will
help readers unravel the story line episode by episode they ll discover bloopers that were covered up and others that went
forgotten they can download inside jokes internet data and scoops about comic book and novel clones this x traordinarily
detailed guide provides a probing look at the x file series which has received the golden globe awards and recognition in the
emmys from its conception to its fourth year on air readers will discover what inspired chris carter an ex surfer to create the x
files how critics the industry and viewers have reacted to the series how similar anderson and duchovny are to the characters
mulder and scully how many mistakes appear in an average episode of the x files even tv critics may want to investigate this
one unauthorized guide to the x files opens with an analytical look at the latest real life evidence pointing toward outer space
intelligence according to schuster tv s most terrifying series may be far closer to reality than fiction it also includes an extensive
appendix that lists real life x files and the organizations that investigate them as well as an overview of the federal bureau of
investigation readers will find listed hundreds of magazines agencies and on line sites featuringthe sort of topics found on the x
files about the author hal schuster is the author of the trekker s guide to voyager and the trekker s guide to the next generation
both from prima he lives in bangkok and berkeley california

Proceedings 1981
includes section reviews and notices of books

The Publishers Weekly 2007

School Library Journal 2010

The Origins and History of the All-American Girls Professional Baseball
League 2006

The Northwestern Reporter 1895

The Walther League Messenger 1951

BM/E 1984

Construction Equipment Distribution...directory Issue 1957

The Unauthorized Guide to the X-files 1997

Reports of Cases in Law and Equity Determined in the Supreme Court of the
State of Iowa 1958

Broadcasting & Cable 1996

Broadcasting 1982-09
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PTL 1976

Refinement of the Aerial Photo-direct Count-extrapolation Caribou Census
Technique 1979

Ohio University in Perspective 1985

Television Factbook 1964

URISA Proceedings 1992

The Ladies' Home Journal 1914

Ohio Schools 1976

Insurance Conference Planner 2005

Theatre Record 1998

Official Group Reports of the ... Conference 1959

Official Report of the ... National Conference 1958

The Modern Review 1973

Union Agriculturist and Western Prairie Farmer 1998-09

North western reporter. Second series. N.W. 2d. Cases argued and
determined in the courts of Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin 1957

Poland China Swine World 1963

Benito's Blue and Nine Other Stories 1973

An Introduction to Modern Philosophy 1988

German Radio Plays: Jurgen Becker, Gunter Eich, Peter Handke, and others
1991-03-01
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